Proposal Title: ______________________________________________________________

BACKGROUND

A. Is this a federal or state legislative proposal?

B. Please describe your proposal:

C. Please describe the problem or deficiency in existing law your proposal seeks to fix:

D. Please describe what would be accomplished or remedied through this proposal:

E. How would this proposal impact Metropolitan and/or its Member Agencies?

F. Could this proposal potentially be remedied through an Administrative rule change, instead of legislation?
ACTIONS

A. Please list statewide or local organizations likely to support or oppose this legislative proposal and why (include specific reasons):

PROPOSAL

A. Please write suggested bill language here:
   (Or attach separate sheet if needed)

B. Please attach pertinent background information that could assist in assessing your proposal, such as newspaper articles, internal water agency correspondence, newsletters, and legal advice or opinions.

C. Please describe specific examples illustrating the problem you are trying to fix:

D. Attach additional sheets if necessary to complete any of the above.

*Please return proposals before September 16th to: lhaddad@mwdh2o.com